
"A zero waste world with economically empowered women" 

TEMPLATE PITCH DECK/
INVESTOR PRESENTATION



SPOTLIGHT ON
KEY PROBLEMS

IN FIJI
Ineffective waste
management
Lack of recycling and access to waste
disposal means rubbish is often burnt
or ends up in the oceans 

Gender Inequalities 
Fijian women are increasingly
discriminated against and have
unequal economic opportunities

.



THE FUSION
HUB

SOLUTION
Our Business Aspects

Waste to Worth capacity
building programmes
To scale impact 2 week courses for women are
run , providing furniture designing skills and job
opportunities to increase women led ventures
in Fiji

Waste material
collection and
transformation 
We take in waste materials and up-cycle them
into modern, artistic handcrafted furniture
pieces. 



Creating a world
without waste and a
nation with
economically
empowered women
IOUR MISSION



The Fusion Hub
Journey
Visualising key developments

Director Sagufta Janif wins Commonwealth
Young Person of the year 

COVID-19 slows production line and cuts
out the hotel and toursim market 

Production expands into
international markets as an

Australian University commissions a
mirror piece

Fusion Hub established out of a
desire to create a solution for Fiji's

growing waste problem 
2016

2017
Word spreads about Waste to Worth

capacity building programme. 220
apply for one of 15 places  

2018

2020



LOOKING FORWARD

Create a Zero-Waste
Shopping Space
In the wake of COVID-19, pivoting into different
service lines through this space will help us
further  and expand our sustainable mission

Establish a
Functional
Workshop Space
In order to continue expansion and run more
waste to worth programmes



TARGET MARKET
Profiles and visualisation of persona 
Dividing the market into two segments; different marketing
apporaches? Different Product offerings 

Wider End Consumer of
Up-cycled items 
Creating sustainable shopping experiences in order
to decrease the burden of waste on the end
consumer

Fijian Women and
Youth
To engage with Waste to Worth  programmes
and join the Fusion Hub supply chain



 Market Size
Include here how much people or
businesses currently spend in the
market to get a sense of total market
size. 
This helps tell the story about the scope
and scale of the problems The Fusion
Hub is solving. 
Perhaps think twofold; customers for
the furniture and women taking part in
the programmesX Million

Serviceable Obtainable Market
(SOM)

X Billion
Total Available Market (TAM)

X Million
Serviceable Available Market (SAM)
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Business or Revenue Model
Show the ways the Fusion Hub plans to make money.

What is the basic way in
which the Fusion Hub

generates revenue and
acquires customers?

Visualising through a chart
can  help in presenting the
viability of the company 
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FINANCIALS
Investors will expect to see your
financials: sales forecast, income statement 
and cash flow forecast for at least three years.

Useful here to have charts that show sales, total
customers, total expenses, and profits
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TRACTION
What traction you have so far. What testing
have you done? What is the feedback from user
engagement? What is the trajectory of your
growth?
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Direct
Competitors

If relevant useful to discuss the
alternative solutions potential

consumers are using. What other
home decor/sustainable furniture

enterprises are there in Fiji?
  

Indirect
Competitors
What other companies produce
furniture/supply the tourism
industry. What other shopping
spaces exist in Fiji that may
challenge the zero-waste space
that you want to create?



Competitive
Advantages

What are the Fusion Hub's
competitive advantages in the
marketplace and over their
competition? What’s unique? What
can you do better that really
matters to consumers or
profitability? THESE AS
EXAMPLES

Double business aspect of the Fusion Hub
combines work towards goal 12 and goal
5. Up-cycling 1200 tonnes of waste in the
last year as well as taking on the highest
number of women onto economically
empowering programmes

Working towards the Sustainable 
Development Goals

Working towards the Fijian National
Development Plan
Have impactful effective contirbutioin to
Fiji's NDP 

Responsible, ethical production and
consumption 
By placing women in the creative spaces, a highly
productive solution has been created. zero waste,
empowered employment for women. 



Competitor Approach

Thinking on how the Fusion
Hub fits into the competitive

landscape, what your
competitive advantages are
and the alternatives on the

market helps shape up to these
points. 

How will you let consumers
know you are set apart form

other interior design
companies. What paths are you

planning on taking to
effectively attract consumers

... for example through
advertisement, new

partnerships etc.



Roadmap with
Future
Investment 
Thinking about how investment will
contribute to achieving long term
goals the Fusion Hub has set.
Explaining why and how you intend to
use investor money. Perhaps thinking
more specifically about how Fusion
Hub intends to bounce back after
COVID-19. How investment is needed
to adapt and grow still during this
crisis. 

Further Expansion into International
Markets 
Following growth in capacity and production, we would like to
see expansion into international markets to take our Company
and its mission global

Towards Development of New Workshop
Space
To increase capacity,  investment in a larger production space is
needed. Increased production and room for more training
programmes 

Working from Home Tool Provision
In order to continue expansion and growth throughout COVID-19,
replicate packs for women to continue working away from the
workshop needs to be increased. 

Creation of a Zero-Waste Shopping
Space 
To diversify the company in order to access new markets to
keep on expanding, investment would be used to create this
space. Leverage this space during COVID-19
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Sagufta Janif 
Director

Team Member 
Title

The Team
Why is the Fusion Hub team the best
for providing valuable solution to Fiji's
waste and gender inequalities? What
is your industry and business
experience?

Team Member 
Title



Phone Number

Email

https://www.facebook.com/thefusionhubcreations/

CONNECT
WITH US 


